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Abstract 
This Paper presents a perturbation analysis of the canonical subspaces of a matrix 
pair (A,B). It is shown that if the perturbations in the matrices A, B do not Change 
the ranks of each matrix, then the perturbation bounds of the canonical subspaces de- 
pend upon the perturbations and the scaled condition numbers of the matrix pair. as 
weil as upon the gap of the corresponding canonical correlations. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In this Paper we will use the following notation. &‘mxn(Wx’7) denotes the set 
of TH by n matrices with real (complex) entries, 92” = JP’x ’ For any matrix 
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A E %?-, AT is the transpose of A, AH the conjugate transpose of A, A+ the 
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, Am’ the inverse of A if A is nonsingular, 
9(A) the range space of A, ~JI’(A) the null space of A, and rank(A) the rank 
of A. 11 . /I is the Euclidean vector norm or the spectral matrix norm. span 
{x,, . . >xk} denotes the span of the vectors xI, . :xk. 
The concept of correlation was originated in [l]. In [2] Hotelling discussed 
canonical correlations of two sets of random variables. Canonical correlation 
analysis has a variety of applications in applied sciences [335]. 
In the discrete Sample case, let A and B be two matrices. Then the canonical 
correlations are defined as follows. 
Definition 1.1 [6]. Let A E ,Pxn and B E grnx’, and 
Y = min{p = rank(A), q = rank(B)} 
The canonical correlations gl (A, B), . . , o,(A,B) of the matrix pair (A,B) are 
defined recursively as 
ol(A,B) = max 
xTATBy xTATBy, 
A+O. BY#O IlAxII . l/Byll = IIAx, I/ /lBy, 11 ’ 
Oj(A,B) = max 
xTATBy 
o#AXU;_, < o#ByrP_, II‘W IIBYII 
x;A’By, 
= IIAxjII II&II 
forj = 2,. ,r 
(1) 
in which we assume that the maximum is attained at .Xj and 
y,, SJ! = span{Ax,, . , Axj} and Si = span{By,, . . . : Byj} for j = 1, . . i Y. 
In Eq. (1) the vectors of unit length 
Axi/llA~~J, Byj/IlByjll forl = 1,. . :r 
are called the canonical vectors of (A,B), and 
~~lIIAx,ll, ~,lllfbll forj = 1.. ,r 
are called the canonical weights. 
Golub and Zha in [6] provided an elegant perturbation analysis for the 
canonical correlations of the matrix pair (A,B). The analysis is based on the 
group transformation of (A,B), as mentioned in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 [6]. Let A E .PX’ and B E .JVx’ Icith p = rank(A) and 
q = rank(B). Then there exist an orthogonal matrix Q and nonsingulur matrices 
X und Y, such that 
A = QZ,&‘, B = QLBY-‘, (2) 
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where CA and CB have the following forms. 
2, = 
10 4 ( 1 A 0 m-q> 
with 
P. n-p 
and 
C = diag(cxj_,. . , r,+,), 
x,=...=J1,=1; 
1 >X,_l 3 “. >Xi,,>O. 
S = diag(B,+,. . Bi+,). 0 < bi,, < < Pi,, < 1. (4) 
?f+ + p;+, = 1. e.g., c’ + s* = 1, 
and p = i + j + k. The canonical correlations of (A,B) are the diagonal elements 
?fC. ZfX = (XI>. %xp) and Y = (~$1,. ;yy), then xt, v, for t = 1.. ,r are the 
canonical weights of(A,B) and Ax,, B,v, ,fbr t = 1. . I’ ure the canonical rectors 
of (AB). 
ct( = 
10 4 ( ) 0 0 m - q. 
4% 1-q 
(31 
In this Paper we will derive a perturbation analysis for the canonical sub- 
spaces. The Paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give preliminary 
results for the perturbation analysis; Section 3 will derive perturbation bounds 
of the canonical subspaces; Section 4 will provide several numerical examples 
to verify the estimates of Section 3; Section 5 will conclude the Paper with 
several remarks. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we will give some preliminary results used in the perturbation 
analysis. The first one concerns perturbation bounds for any unitary decompo- 
sitions. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that G, G’ = G + AG E Kmx” ,ixith rank (Gj := 
rank(G’) = p. Let the unitary decomposition of’ G he 
G= UR. (5) 
where UHU = I, and R has full row rank p. Then there exists a unitary decom- 
Position cf’ G’. 
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G’ = U'R' , 
where PU’ = I, and R’ has full row rank p, such that 
I16HU’IJ < inpfl/U - U’QII < IIU - U’II 
(6) 
liuHUq = IIUHU’IJ + o(lluHu~~~3) (7) 
in which 6 and 6’ make (U, 6) and (U’, 6’) unitary matrices respectively, the in- 
jimum is taken over all unitary matrices Q, and 
Il6”U’ll < min{1,i;f(l16H dGDI( . Il(G’D)‘ll),in,f(lIu’H AGDII . ll(GD)‘ll)}, 
(8) 
where the injimum is taken over all positive dejinite diagonal matrices D. 
Proof. Let a unitary decomposition of G’ be G’ = UR. Then for any positive 
definite diagonal matrix D, 
G’D = URD = (G + AG)D = URD + AGD, 
so, left multiplying the identities by 6” we get fi”üi?D = 6” AGD and then 
right multiplying by (RD)’ we get 6”Ü = fi” AGD(RD)+. From which we 
have that 
Il6Hul/ < 116” AGDI( . I@D)+ll = IluH AGDII . ll(G’D)+ll. 
Write 
(8’) 
Ü=(U,@ z i.e. E=UHÜ F=UHÜ, 
0 
then 
OH(“) =üHü=I. F P 
Let the CS decomposition [7,8] of 
E 
0 F 
be 
(Z) = (” .>(gzH 
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with WI , Wz, Z unitary matrices, DI, 02 diagonal matrices and 0: + D:Dz = I,,. 
Choose 
U’ = üzy” = (U, 5) WIH! R’ = W,Z’i?. 
Then G’ = UR = U’R’ and we have from Eqs. (8’) and (9) that 
l\ci”C’\j = I/&D2W,“(I = 11D211 = \lL’“UIl 
< Ila” AGDll . l\(G’D)‘//. (9’) 
Similarly we tan derive 
Il6”U’lI = Ilt?“Ul\ <116” AGDII I~(GD)+ll 
Becausgthe above inequalities hold for any positive definite diagonal matrix D, 
and llfi U’// < 1, we obtain the estimate in Eq. (8). Also from Eq. (9) we have 
Using the above equalities, we get the third inequality of Eq. (7). Observe that 
when O<x < 1. 
2 
i l+&Y? 
= 1 + &a? + O(X4)% 
so we obtain the fourth inequality of Eq. (7). Furthermore, for any unitary ma- 
trix Q of Order p, we have 
= l~D211 = Ila”U’ll. 
From which we obtain the estimates in Eq. (7). 0 
Remarks 2.1. 1. In Eq. (8) we use the infimum to handle badly scaled matrices, 
which is similar to [6], Remark 3.10, Theorem 3.10. 
2. The estimate Eq. (7) is used to prove Theorem 3.2. Eq. (7) also Shows that 
U’ Chosen in Eq. (9) is near optimal. 
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The perturbation bound for the subspaces has been studied in the literature 
[9,10,7,11-131. For the angles between Singular subspaces we state the following 
remarkable results obtained by Wedin in [9]. We only list the results for the 
2-norm. 
Lemma 2.2 [9] (with some modification). Suppose that G, G’ E Cpxq with p < q, 
and the SVD jQr G and G’ arc: 
G = UCVH, G’ = U’C’VfH, (10) 
where U = (~1,. . , q,), U’ = (u’,, . . ,up)> V = (VI,. . , vy), V’ = (v’,, . . , vy) are 
unitary matrices of appropriate sizes, C=diag(ar,...,a,), C’ = 
diag(o’, , . . . ! cr;), in which 01 > . > aP > 0 and c’, > . . . > CJ~ > 0 are the 
singular values oj’G and G’, respectively. Denote q s /IG - G’JI and let 
$ = @ zz +q cr;!) = CJ,, fl!“’ IX 0;. fori=l, 2andj=l,... p, 
0 (‘) 
P+l 
ZG(‘)’ =~~~, =grji ~-00, cl:)=o,j2" =Oforj=p+1,.,,q, 
P+l 
(11) 
with 0 < s < t < p DLnote: 
Suppose that o!‘J > CJ~>, 3 . . . 3 0;‘) > c$, for i = 1, 2 and jtir some integers s, t 
\ \ . 
u, = (Us+l,. , k), u; = (Zl:+,, . . ) ZL:), 
K = (4+,,...:Vt), y;’ = (Vi+, > > Vi), 
andlet (Ut,Ur), (U;,6:).(6, f?). (y’, q) b e unitary matrices. If 6i > 2q (i = 1,2), 
then 
IIu;c:II = IIU;“U,)I 6 y, IIqqq = IIy;‘%II < !f, (12) 
I 2 
in which: 
6 = max{]JUy(G - G’)Tll, ]lU~(G - G’)y’II; 
IlU;“(G - G’)gII: @i”(G - G’)KII}, (13) 
andjtir i = 1,2, 
,uL, < 45, 6, = min{a,i’) - cr!J,, oji) - c$,}, 
8: = max{min{c$) - CJ(:,! crj’)’ - &J,}, min{@ - 0’1,) o(‘) - CJ~+;}}. 
(14) 
Remark 2.2. We use the condition 6; > 2y to guarantee the estimate in Eq. (12). 
For example, if 0 < E 6 1, G = diag( 1,l - 2~), G’ = diag( 1 - E: 1 - E + t2), 
then 2y = 2(~ + e2) > 61 = 2~, but liz~Tu;ll = 1 and I]v~v~]~ = 1. 
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3. Perturbation analysis 
In this section we will derive perturbation bounds for the canonical sub- 
spaces of the matrix pair (A, B). We need the following results. 
Theorem 3.1 [14,6]. Suppose that A E Mmxn, B E .#““’ \i+th p = rank(A) cr& 
rank(B) = y. Lrt tlw orthogonal decompositions of’ A und B hc 
A = U,R,,. B = U8RB, (13 
nhere U,;U., = JI. .UlU8 = I‘,, RA. RB haue,fidl I’OII’ r-unks p, q. rrspectiwl~~. Lct 
the SVD of’ U:r/B he 
G 3 UflJ$ = UCVT (161 
in \rlhich C = diag( 2,. . ~ ct,.) \tith 1 = xI = . = 2, > x,, , 3 3 x,- 3 0 thr 
singulur culues of’ C?TUB with r = min{p. q}, U und V arc orthogonal matriccs 
of appropriute sizes. Then SI, jbr t = 1 1 , r LIW tk canonical correlations of 
(A,B). 
Ax, = lJ4Ue,. Byz = U, Ve, (17) 
crrr respectively the canonical vectors oj’(A, B) nYth rrspect to c(<, ~hrre e, is thc 
t-th column ef the identity matrix 1 ~~j’uppropriate size. 
We are now in the Position to present the perturbation bounds for the 
canonical subspaces by applying Wedin’s results mentioned in Lemma 2.2. 
For any matrices G, G’ = G + AG E R’“” with rank(G) = rank(G’) = I., we 
denote P , ,<;T) = 1 - CG+ the orthogonal projection onto I ‘(GT). 
r?(G) = min{ 1, i;f(IIP, (r;~i AGDII I((G’D) ’ Il)? 
$f(lIP, CG’1 l AGDll ll(GD)+/II. (18) 
in which the infimum is taken over all positive definite diagonal matrices D. 
Let $, = $,,,(%(A,A’),%‘(B)), $? = $,i,(%(B. B’).d(A’)), where %(A,A’) is 
the orthogonal complement of R(A) nR(A’) in R(A) + R(A’), and %‘(B, B’) is 
the orthogonal complement of R(B) n R(B’) in R(B) + R(B’), as used in [6]. 
Without loss of generality, in the remaining of this Paper we assume that 
p = rank(A) <q = rank(B). We now consider the case that both (A. Bi and 
(A’. B’) have different canonical correlations. 
Theorem 3.2, Suppose that A. A’ = A + AA E .‘A’“““. B. B’ = B + AB t .iR”“ 
with 
p = rank(A) = rank(il’) <q = rank(B) = rank(B’). (191 
~((Y’ .. . 
uaawaq al8uv pm~uouv3 aW 
“+N,;y&-yi. ‘. ‘““dkm 
saiouap I i ,x ... “+%vh% 
puv ((‘x‘...(I+%)v)& uaawaq a$?uv ~v3~uoum ay; salouap (,y ‘v)Q alay44 
(PZ) 
‘(,W + ,W)O + % 
(@“/f so3 + (v)b’/jl so3 zd + (a)b 3 II(,a'a)'e U!S II 
‘(,(aP + ,W)o + k 
(a)b”4 so3 + (v)h’/f so3 ‘d + (VP 3 II(,v’vh U!S II 
(EZ) 
(zz) 
anvy aM puv ‘(pl) ‘by uf paugCap am (z ’ 1 = !) %f ‘:q ‘!q anayM 
‘Z‘~=TAOJO<;Q e (g’v)Lz<!gJ 
uayJ .d 3 1 > s > 0 YI,?M s ‘1 sra8aluz aUos AO/PUV z ’ 1 = .2 AOJ 
‘;;D < (& Q . . Q ‘p < (!$ 
~vyl asod 
-dns ‘(11) .bg y svpau@p aq ,$I ‘(+ lal ‘b.*.‘d...‘l ‘0 =[puv z ‘1 =F “0~ 
(IZ) i(g)i<lolrir + I lz4 SO3 + Z 
(v)k~+l~l~so~ =(g‘v)l4 Z 
a@a f,a‘,v) PUD G7‘v) 
_$o sAol3aa pm~uouv~ ayj iClang3adsaA am d’ . . . ‘ 1 = / AOJ ;ic,g $x,v puv ‘kg “Xv 
(oz) ‘0 Q ;D < . . Q pl i. Q dO Q . Q [D 
:(d... ‘1 = j ~oJ(,g‘,v)!o E :D puv (~‘v)JD c !D ajouap aM 
iclgydtu~s ~oj) SV pa8uv.m aq (,g ‘,v) puv (g’v)J 0 suogv~a.i.io3 pn,moum az/i Ia7 
[s[~_c-cI (8661) 6~~s~o!myddv SI! puv vdqaS[v .muy/ o.wd aa 'x'y ‘!aM 'm ZPI 
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in which ( UA, GA) and (UBr 6s) are orthogonal matrices. Let G = UIUB and 
G’ z U;UBj. Then, following the proof of [6], Theorem 3.6 and applying 
Eq. (25) we have 
IIG - G’ll < IlI$W. - UA~)II + IlU:(& - U~)ll 
6 cos $min(v(A,A’),-R(B)) ’ ll”A - hll 
+ cos $,i”(v(B,B’),B(A’)) . ll”B - uB’ll < U(A,B) 
Let the SVD for G, G’ be as in Eq. (10) and U,; lJ: contain the (s + l)th, ., 
tth columns of U and U’, respectively. Then from the perturbation theory of 
Singular values [7], Si > 0 for i = 1. 2, and by applying Lemma 2.2 we deduce 
that 
(27) 
Notice that ( UAUt, U,u,, GA) is a unitary matrix and from Theorem 3.1, 
uA& =A(xt+,,.. . , X,), UA, u; = A’(x;+, , . . ,<). So we have from Eqs. (25)) 
(27) that 
< Il”At - uAll +  Il~fu;ll <v(A) 
+ p, ‘Os ‘b1rl(A) + ‘Os ‘h’@) + O(V(A)~ + v(B)~). 
CS\ 
(28) 
This is the first inequality of Eq. (24). The second one tan be obtained in a 
similar manner. 0 
Remarks 3.1. 1. In Eqs. (22) and (24) of Theorem 3.2, we use the quantity 
q(A,B) for simplification. In fact, we tan get sharper upper bounds for the 
caninical subspaces by applying Lemma 2.2 if in Eq. (26) we estimate 
I(U, (UTUB - U$UB~)~‘II etc. instead of IIUIUB - U~UB~II. 
2. Theorem 3.2 does not discuss the case that all the canonical correlations 
of (A, B) are equal. If all the canonical correlations of (A, B) are Zero, or all the 
canonical correlations of (A’, B’) are Zero, then we tan choose orthogonal 
matrices U, U’, V and V’ such that: 
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II sin W,4II < vl(4, 
In fact, if 
a,(A,B) = “’ = o,(A,B) = 0, 
then in the SVD of U,TlJ, and U: UB,, 
u,u, = uovr, UJUBI = U’C’V’T, (30) 
we tan choose U = U’ and V = V’, and for s = 0: t = p we have 
II sin &MA’)ll = li& - (UAU)(UAU)T)UA~U’(I 
= ll(L - uAu:)uA’II = llu:uA~ll <u](A). 
Similarly we tan derive the second estimate in Eq. (29). 
3. In the case p < q and 
crl(A,B) = ” = @>B) = 0 > 0, a,(A’,B’) = 0’ > 0, 
we have 
II sin W44Il < ~(4, 
(31) 
l( sin &(B,B’)II <u(B) + cos ti,rl@) + cos iV(B) 
max{a, a’} 
+ w43 + fm3). (32) 
In fact, the first inequality in Eq. (32) tan be shown in a similar manner as 
proving Eq. (29). To prove the second one, we have: 
u,Tu, = auI/;r, u; U,l = U’C’ Ktr) 
SO 
u’(upB - UpJ,,)~ = CTqq, u”peJ;uB - upB’)g = qq. 
From which we have (compare with Eq. (27)) 
4. 
then 
In the case p = q and 
Gl(A,B) = . . = a,(A,B) = 0 > 0, o,(A’,B’) = 6’ > 0, 
as Eq. (29), we have 
II sin W,4ll 6 44, (1 sin W,B’)lI 6 v(B). 
(33) 
(34) 
Notice that in this case maybe we tan not find the matrix pair (U’, V’) which is 
close to (U, v). See Example 4.4 for numerical evidente. In this case it seems 
that the quantity II(UAU)TUArU’ - (UBV)TUBr V’[I is suitable to indicate the 
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differente between the canonical vector pairs of the matrix pairs (AB) and 
(A’, B’). We have the following estimate: 
+ O(& + v(B)~) 
< q(A) + q(B) + 2 
cos $,rl(A) + cos @z?(B) 
Cr + g’ 
+ O(q(A)’ + y(B)“). (35) 
In fact. in this case we have: 
UT(lJ*UR’ - lqJ#’ = lJTU’Z’ - avTvt. 
VT(U$14c - U,‘l&)UI = VTVZ’ - aUTU’. 
so we obtain 
( VTV’ - UTU’)(C’ + aZp) = vyu;L$ - qJ)U 
- U’(q& - lJ:l&)v’. (36) 
From Eq. (36) we tan easily deduce the estimate in Eq. (35). 
5. If we consider Examples 3.1, 3.8, 3.9 and 4.1 of [6], then the perturbation 
bounds obtained in this section are satisfactory. For details see the numerical 
examples of Section 4. 
4. Numerital examples 
In this section we will discuss several numerical examples provided in [6] to 
verify the perturbation bounds derived in Section 3. 
Example 4.1 ([6], Example 3.1). Consider the matrices 
. 
where 0 < F < 1. Then we have: 
i 
L 0 A 
U4 = U,,’ = A. u,= 0 1 
-L 0 v4 
0 
A’= 1 . i) 0 
U,l = 
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u;uA = 0 0 = = u = = 1 v, g1(4B) 1, (l), @JA’ 0 0  ’ 
(71 (A’, B’) = 0. 
By direct calculation we obtain 
]] sin &(A,A’)ll = 0, (1 sin B,(B,B’)]] = 1. 
On the other hand, after some calculation we obtain: 
f@) = 0, q(B) = 1. 
So the results in this example match the estimates in Eq. (29). 
Example 4.2 (Modification of [6], Example 3.8). Consider the matrices: 
1 
A= 0 ) 0 B= -1 
in which 0 < EG lO-Io. Then: 
l+E 
0 
-I+E 
lit 
; 
_k 
z 
in which c1= v%?@ and ß = v10-20 + 2~~. Then with y = d2ß’ + 4 we 
have: 
u;u“ = 
0 
0 0 ’ 
ol(A,B) = 0, 
cq(A’,B’) =z, U’ = (l), 
11 sin 8,(A, A') 11 = E f O(E’), 11 sin 0,(B,B’)II = xh x lO”(e + O(E’)) 
by direct calculation. On the other hand, after some calculation we obtain: 
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q(A) = E + O(E2), y(B) = VQ x 10yt + O(&). 
So, the results in this example match the estimates in Eq. (29). Notice that 
IIA’ -Al( = O(e) and ]IB’ - BI1 = O(c), but q(A) = t and q(B) = v!2 x 10°C. 
This fact indicates that the matrix B is ill conditioned. 
Example 4.3 (Modification of [6], Example 3.9). Consider the matrices: 
A= (g, B= io;4 E)> A’= (‘l’.). 
1 1o’O + E 
B' = 0.4 0.9 
( 1 1 1o’O - E 
in which 0 < F < 1. Then: 
1 0.16 x 10” - 0.36 
0.4 -0.8 x 10”’ + 1.8 
1 0.16 x 10” - 0.36 
/ 1 0.16 x 1O’O -0.36+2.16+ , , 
U,l = 0.4 -0.8 x 1o’O + 1.8 
1 0.16 x 1O’O - 0.36 - 2.166 
1 diagjh,i) 
in which: 
c( = m. p = d=O’” - 0.36)2 + (-0.8 x 10"' + 1.8)'. 
fl = d(O.16~ IO’O-0.36+2.16<)‘+(-0.8 x lO”‘+ l@ +(0.16 x 1O’O -0.36-2.16~)‘. 
Then we have: 
u,Tu, = 
0 
0 0 : 
al(A,B) = 0: 
l$UA’ = 8’ 
a(O.16 x 1O’O + 1.8) 
U’ = (1). 
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0, (A’, B’) = 
2t&‘2 + 2.16(0.16 x 10”’ + 1.8)2 
&i&ß’ 
By direct calculation we obtain: 
/I sin tJ,(A,A’)JI = e + O(e’), 11 sin O,(B,B’)II s 3.7 x 10~‘O(t + O(e2)). 
On the other hand, after some calculation we obtain: 
y(A) = e + O(r2), P/(B) z 3.7 x IO-‘O(r + O(e2)). 
So the results in this example match the estimates in Eq. (29). 
Notice that IIA’ -All = O(e) and (IB’ - BI1 = O(e), but q(A) FZ 6 and 
y(B) z 3.7 x lO-“e. If we take D = diag(1, 10-“‘) to obtain BD, then 
IIBDll liW)+II = O(1) so BD is weh conditioned, and a perturbation of Order 
O(E) in the second column of B results in a perturbation of 0( 10-” E) in Byl . 
Example 4.4 ([6], Example 4.1). Consider the matrices: 
B’=B 
in which 0 < E 4 1. Then: 
So this is case 4 of Remarks in Section 3. By direct calculation we obtain 
11 sin th(A,A’)II = s+ 0(t2), 1) sin O,(B, B’) 11 = 0. 
On the other hand, after some calculation we obtain 
V(A) = 2 + 0(e2), r(B) = 0 
matthing Eq. (34). Now we compare the quantity II(UAU)TUAJU’- 
(U,V)TUB,V’/I of this example with Eq. (35). We have: 
o = cr,@, B) = 6 + 0(E2), O’ = Cj(A’, B’) = i + O(E~) 
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for ,j = 1.2. By taking U = U’ = 12, we obtain: 
NOW '1(.4.B) z q(A)= c/&. so we have: 
= ($),(&+;) + O(c) zz 1.66. 
From the above quantities we sec that Eq. (35) tan be used to estimate the dif- 
ference between the canonical vectors of matrix pairs (A.B) and (A’, B’). 
Example 4.5 (Modification of [6], Example 4.1). Consider the matrices: 
A= 
1 -1 
1 1 
1 -1 
1 1 
’ 1 
. B= 
-1 +F 
-1+2t -1 
-l+c 1 
I 1 1 
??
1 
1 -1 
-1ft -1 
-l+F 1 
1 1 % A' = A, 
in which 0 < f~ 1. Then 
with x = d4-4r+2$. ß, =J4-6fz+5t2, pl= J~-~F+F?. So 
After some calculation we have: 
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U=I*, V = diag(1, -l), 
o,(A,B) =;+o(t’), a2(4B) = 0, 
m(A’,B’) =qL+O(f?), 44’,B’) =++O(e’). 
This is the situation discussed in Theorem 3.2. By direct calculation we obtain 
II sin el(44II = 11 sin &@,A’)II x 0.230, 
)( sin &(B,B’)II = )I sin Q2(B,B’)II FZ 0.230. 
On the other hand, after some calculation we obtain: 
rlw = 0, q(B) = -, + O(2) 4 
J3+1 
s; = s; = 01 (A’, B’) - 02 (A, B) = ~ 
4 
E + O(e2), 
rl(AB) Jz - = Js+1+ O(E) X 0.437 
s; 
for i = 1,2. So the results in this example match the estimates in Theorem 3.2. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this Paper we have presented a perturbation analysis for the canonical 
subspaces of a matrix pair (A, B). We have shown that if the perturbations 
in the matrices A, B do not Change the ranks of each matrix, then the pertur- 
bation bounds of the canonical subspaces depend upon the perturbation of the 
matrix pair, scaled condition numbers of the matrices, as weh as on the gap of 
the corresponding canonical correlations. Several numerical examples are pro- 
vided that verify the obtained perturbation bounds. 
The perturbation analysis in this Paper is based on the 2-norm. Extension 
of the results to any (normalized) unitarily invariant norm is straightforward. 
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